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Abstract- The importance use of composite materials has been increasing consistently in different industries like civil, mechanical,
aerospace engineering due to their advantageous properties. Rotating beams play an essential role in engineering structures such as
turbine blades, airplane propellers, and robot manipulators, helicopter blades.
This study deals with free vibration analysis of composite box beam which is rotating at different rpm. The analysis was carried out by
considering the accelerations as output parameters. The experimental has designed and developed to carry out analysis on rotating
beams. Also, for accelerations measurement, the setup is developed using GY-521 Accelerometer and Arduino. In this analysis, the
accelerometer has kept on the composite beam and rotates it for different rpm. During rotating condition accelerations are taken in
three directions (i.e., X, Y, and Z) for each rpm using that proposed setup and are represented in a graphical form to analyze free
vibrations for rotating beam by estimating the accelerations.
Also, this study is useful to analyze the behavior of rotating beam in undamaged and damaged condition using the same parameter.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The importance use of composite materials has been increasing consistently in different industries like civil, mechanical, aerospace
engineering due to their advantageous properties. Rotating beams play an essential role in engineering structures such as turbine
blades, airplane propellers, and robot manipulators, helicopter blades. The experimental study has carried out for the stress-strain
analysis using strain data acquisition system along with torsional vibration analysis in dynamic condition of beam [1-5]. In addition to
that the free vibration analysis has carried out experimentally & theoretically for thin walled composite beam for their dynamic
stability [6-10].
This study deals with free vibration analysis of composite box beam which is rotating at different rpm. The analysis was
carried out by considering the accelerations as output parameters. The experimental has designed and developed to carry out analysis
on rotating beams. Also, for accelerations measurement, the setup is developed using GY-521 Accelerometer and Arduino. In this
analysis, the accelerometer has kept on the composite beam and rotates it for different rpm. During rotating condition accelerations are
taken in three directions (i.e., X, Y, and Z) for each rpm using that proposed setup and are represented in a graphical form to analyze
free vibrations for rotating beam by estimating the accelerations.
This particular analysis has carried out on both undamaged and damaged condition of the composite beam. Initially,
experimentation has carried out in the undamaged condition of the beam and after that beam is damaged by producing crack at
different locations like near root, at mid and at the tip. Then the same experimentation has carried out on the damaged beam. Then
both acceleration results are represented in a graphical form to analyze the effect of damage on accelerations of the rotating beam for
different rpm. Also, this study is useful to analyze the behavior of rotating beam in undamaged and damaged condition using the same
parameter.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP FOR ACCELERATION MEASUREMENT
The experimental setup for acceleration measurement in rotating condition is shown below. During analysis beam is mounted
on rotating disk then the accelerometer (GY-521) in mounted on a free end of the rotating beam and is connected with Arduino setup
which is also fixed on the rotating disk is shown in figure 1. The beam is rotating for different rpm (100 rpm to 500 rpm), and
acceleration is measured to this rpm. By using this particular setup both undamaged and damaged analysis has carried on the
composite beam [1].
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Figure 1 Experimental setup for acceleration measurement using GY-521 Accelerometer
ACCELEROMETER GY-52:
In this analysis, we have developed one accelerometer using GY-521 and Arduino setup for measurement of accelerations in
rotating condition. The Gy-521 is mounted on a rotating beam at its free end as shown in figure 2 below and connected with wires to
Arduino. It will take 5-volt supply from Arduino.In rotating condition, the GY-521 will capture the accelerations in three directions
and this all analog data to Arduino then Arduino will convert that data in digital data and stored it in SD card.

Figure 2 Accelerometer GY-521
ARDUINO SETUP:
The Arduino setup connected with the accelerometer is shown in figure 3. In this setup, the battery (5 Volt) is used to give
the supply toarduion, and one SD card setup is also connected with it. The Arduino will receive the data from GY-521 and stores it in
SD card in digital form from which further graphs are drawn.
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Figure 3 Arduino with GY-521 Accelerometer
III. ACCELERATION RESULTS FOR ROTATING COMPOSITE BOX BEAM FOR DIFFERENT RPM IN DIFFERENT DIRECTIONS
The experimentation was carried out on a rotating composite box beam to measure the accelerations for the different rpm. In
this analysis, we have developed the accelerometer using GY-521 and Arduino setup. The above figures show the experimental setup
for this particular study. The beam mounted on rotating disk and rotating it for different rpm and using that proposed setup the
accelerations are measured. Here we required to find the accelerations of the rotating beam in terms of g value because the direct
reading of sensor is not considered as accelerations, we want to make some conversions or calculations to obtain necessary results
only. The values obtained from the GY-521 accelerometer or raw values are used to find the ax, ay, az in terms of g value. For our
GY-521, acceleration seems to be in the limit of 2g. So, scaling factor = 16384. The scaling factor depends on the acceleration limit.
Table 1 shows the scaling factors for acceleration limit as per standards available.
Table 1 Scaling factors for accelerometer values
Acceleration Limit
2g
3g
4g
5g

Sensitivity or Scaling factor
16384
8192
4096
2048

Converting the raw data:
Required value or (ax, ay, az) =

For example, in the first data, we got,

raw value
(in g value)
Sensivity or Scaling factor

accel x, y, z: -31203, -1850, -3428
Therefore, from the formula the accelerations are found out by the following way:
ax =

−31203
16384

g ay =

−1850
16384

gaz =

−3428
16384

g

ACCELERATIONS IN UNDAMAGED ROTATING COMPOSITE BEAM FOR DIFFERENT RPM:
Initially, the experimentation was carried out on undamaged beam for different rpm. During the experimentation, we got some raw
data in three directions. Hence by using the above formula and scaling factor here, we have calculated the accelerations in terms of g
value. The following graphs show the graphical sample results for accelerations in terms of g value for different rpm.
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1. Accelerations for 100 rpm:
Accelerations in X-direction for 100 RPM
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Accelerations in Y-direction for 100 RPM
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(c)
Figure 4 Accelerations in three directions for the undamaged beam (100 rpm)
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Accelerations for 200 rpm:

Accelerations in X-direction for 200 RPM
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Figure 5Accelerations in three directions for the undamaged beam (200 rpm)
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Figure 4, figure 5 shows the accelerations (in g value) in a rotating composite box beam for different rpm and different directions (i.e.,
X, Y, and Z). The X-direction represents axial direction, Y direction represents the horizontal rotating direction of beam and Z
represents the vertical movement of the beam in rotating condition.
ACCELERATIONS IN DAMAGED ROTATING COMPOSITE BEAM FOR DIFFERENT RPM:
The same experimentation has carried on undamaged to find the accelerations in a rotating beam for different rpm. In this condition,
the beam is damage at three locations by producing crack near the root, at mid and at the tip. The results are taken for different rpm
and represented in graphical form in three directions such as X, Y, and Z shown in figure 6 & 7.
1.

Accelerations for 100 RPM:
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Figure 6Accelerations in three directions for the damaged beam (100 rpm)
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Accelerations for 200 RPM:

Accelerations in X-direction for 200 RPM
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Accelerations in Y-direction for 200 RPM
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Figure 7Accelerations in three directions for the damaged beam (100 rpm)
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IV. RESULT &DISCUSSION
From the above all results of undamaged and damaged beam it has that observed that maximum accelerations are produced in
the damaged beam. The maximum variations are taking place in the direction of Y. The figure 8 represented the peak to peak
variations for undamaged and damaged in Y and Z direction for the different rpm. From this, we can quickly analyze how the system
will be disturbed, and maximum accelerations are produced after a damaging beam.

Figure 8 RPM Vs accelerations in the undamaged and damaged beam in Y-direction

Figure 9 RPM Vs accelerations in the undamaged and damaged beam in Z-direction
From figure 9 it is observed that peak to peak variation of acceleration is maximum for the damaged beam as compared to peak
variation in the undamaged beam for both Y and Z direction. There is no acceleration in X-direction because the beam is rigid in this
direction.
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V. CONCLUSION
The above graphical results represented the accelerations in g value for undamaged and damaged rotating composite beam for
different rpm. From the above results the following conclusions are drawn:
•
•
•
•

If the undamaged beam is rotating for some rpm, then it has observed that there is zero acceleration in the x-direction or axial
direction because the beam is rigid at one direction, so there is no any movement will take place in this direction. Also, for all
the remaining rpm (i.e. 100 to 500) same results are obtained in x-direction of rotating beam are shown by above figures.
From the above results in y-direction, it has observed that the maximum accelerations are produced and they are continuously
increasing with increases with increase in rpm because in the rotating condition of beam flapping will taking place in the
horizontal direction due to this flapping acceleration are produced in this direction.
For a rotating beam, the vertical movement is also taking place, and this is represented by z-direction. From the above results,
it is observed that up to certain rpm the accelerations are produced in z-direction due vertical movement of the beam and after
that, there is no any acceleration in this direction for after some rpm.
From the above all results of undamaged and damaged beam it has that observed that maximum accelerations are produced in
the damaged beam. The maximum variations are taking place in the direction of Y. The following graphs represented the
peak to peak variations for undamaged and damaged in Y and Z direction for the different rpm. From this, we can quickly
analyze how the system will be disturbed and maximum accelerations are produced after damaging beam.
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